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ABSTRACT 
The branching- fraction for the Cabibbo-s.uppressed 

dec,ay T + K-v is measured from data obtained with 
T 

the Mark II detector at SPEAR. Fifteen events containing 

a K! in coincidence with a muon or electron of opposite 

charge are observed. It is determined that B(T- + K-vT) 

' ( 1 . 3:t 0. 5)%. 
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We pre~ent a ~easurement of the branching fraciion for 

the decay (l) T- + K-v , the Cabibbo-suppressed count~r
T 

part of the decay T -+ 1T v 
T 

The presence of this decay 

indicates that the Cabibbo-suppressed axial-vector hadronic 

current fs coupled to the T artd suppOrts the hypothesis thi~ 

the st~nd~rd weak c~rrent mediates decays of the T· Pfevious

lj w~ ·~ublished( 2 • 3 ) measurements of the brariching· fractions 

for·T- + 1T-VT ' T + p v 
T 

, and T- + K*-(892)v , a11 tn good 
. T 

agree~ent with theoretical expectations based on a -standard 

hadronic weak coupling. These measurements indicate that 

the Ca~ibbo-favored axial-~ector and vector hadronic currents 

and the Cabtbbo-s~ppressed vector hadronic current, respective-

ly, are coupl~d to the T with the expected strength. 

The measurement is based on Mark II SPEAR data over the 

center~of-mass energy range 3.88 c Ecm c 6.7 GeV, with a total 

integrated luminosity of 17,000 nb- 1 , corre~ponding to 47;000 

produced T+T- pairs. All aspects of the Mark II solenoidal 

detector pertinent to this measurement have been fully dis

cussed ~lsewh~re.1 4 l 

The decay T + K-vT is identified by the topology 

+ - + -e e + T T l' : K- v T 

+ -
R. VR.VT 

which results in two charge~ particles and no photons in the 

detector. The symbol R. represents either an electron or a 

muon. Ev~nts are required to have exactly two, oppositely 
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charged particles and no photons ·with energy above 100 MeV. 

The two.charged particles are required to b~ acoplanar(S) by 

at least 20° and to form a good vertex within 10 em of the 

beam interaction point, as measured along the beam dlrection. 

One of the charged particles is required to be a lepton and 

the other not .to be identified as a lepton. The selection 

criteria for leptons are identical to those used in ~he 

analysis of T. + rr-v and are discussed in Ref. 2. 
T 

The mass-squared of the non-1 epton tra·ck i.s calculated 

from the measured time-of-flight (TOF), momentum, and path 

1 ength. Figure 

momentum. The 

shows a scatterplot of mass-squared versus 

contours are three standard deviation 

limits (calculated using a 310 p~ec TOF resolution and average 

path length) for electrons and pions and two standard devia

tion limits for kaons and protons. A clear kaon signal is 

seen. All particles in the proton region of Fig. 1 are con

sistent with coming from either beam-gas interactions or tails 

of the e,~,rr, and K distributions. The absence of kaons in 

2-prong lepton events with a vertex displaced along the beam 

direction demonstrates t~at beam-gas interactions are not a 

background to lepton - K events. 

Kaori candidates have a measured TOF within 2,5 standard 

deviations of the expected time (calculated from the momentum, 

path length, and mass) for a kaon, greater than 4 standard 

deviations from the expected time for a pion, and greater 

than 2 standard deviations from the expected time for a proton. 

-
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The TOF resoluti.on function including non-Gaussian tails ts 

measured using two-prong events with either a low-momentum 

pion (100<p<l25 MeV/c) or two muons with the full beam 

energy (~·pair events). In Fig. 2, the difference between 

the measured and expected TOF is shown for a typical sample 

of ~-pair events. The curve is a Gaussian fit to the data. 

The ~-pair events and low-mom~ntum pions give similar results, 

and the averages are summarized in Table I for various blocks 

of data. 

'Fifteen tK events satisfy the selection criteria des

cribed above. From the observed number of t(e,~,rr) events 

in Fig; 1 and from Table I, it is estimated that 1.9!0.5 

t(rr,~,e) events are classified as tK events. From a Monte 

Carlo program, it is calculated (based on B(T- + K*-(892)v ) 
T· 

(1.7!0.7)% from Ref. 3) that the process e+e- + T+T-

+ (&+v1 ~T)(K*~vT) + (tv~)(K-rr 0vTl contributes 2.5±1.0 events 

to the tK'class. To insure that the lepton tags are not mis

identified hardens, events are selected with the same cri-

terfa·as tK events except the tagging particle ts required 

not to be a lepton, resulting in 30 KX events. Ascribing 

all the 15 tK events to misidentification of the lepton tag 

implies a 33% misidentification probability, inconsistent 

with the m~asured values of ~5% for the Mark II. In fact, 

the ~atio of KX to tK events is consistent with both classes 

of events coming solely from T production and decay. Classifi-

cation of &K (KX) events as KX(tK) events is included in 

...--..,~ ... -:1. 
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the efficiency calculation. Subtracting the background events 

gives a net signal of 10.6±3.9±1. 1 events. ( 6) The statistical 

significance of this result can be judged from the fact that 

the probability that 4.4 background events fluctuate (inclu

ding the uncertainty in the background c~lculation) to give 

15 or more events is 5 x 10- 4 . Of the 15 ~K events, 11(4) 

have an electron (m~on)tag, consistent with the relative 

e 1 ectron/muon tagging efficiency of "'1. 8. The momentum 

spectra for the lepton tags and the K's are well reproduced 

bY the Monte Carlo program. In particular, the lepton momen

tum spectrum is "hard", that. is, 8 of the .15 1 ep.tons have 

momenta above 700 MeV/c. 

Since charm particle decays produce both leptons and 

strange particles, it is important to establish that the 1K 

events are not from charm production. Since there are no 

1!K! events, it can be assumed that most of the 1!Ki events 

have no undetected charged particles. The relatively high 

charged and neutral multiplicities of charm events coupled 

with the good solid angle coverage of the Mark II detector 

make it unlikely that charm events populate the low multi

plicity 1-K- no photon topology. Semileptonic charm decays 

produce leptons with t~e same sign of the charge as the charm 

quark. 

the liS 

The decays D:, Ac! + K: + neutrals are forbidden by 

liC rule and are not background problems. A possible 

source of background is e+e- + D0 5° + nn° where D0 + I+K

+ neutrals and 5°+ all neutrals. A Monte Carlo simulation 

/ 
"'~ 
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program, adjusted to agree with the observed prope~ties of 

D decays has been used to estimate that at most 0.1, of the 

1K events are from D production. The F meson can decay via 

two distinct diagrams - the charm quark can decay (F = cs + 

ssW+ ss + ev, JJV, ud) or the charm and strange quark can 

annihilate (cs + W + ev, JJV, -rv, ud). The decay di'agram 

gives many kaons but few high momentum leptons. The annihi

lation diagram gives high mome~tum electrons but few kaons, 

Using the branching fractions from Quigg and Rosner(?) and 

·assuming a conservative upper limit on FF production of 30% 

of the JJ-pair cross section, it is estimated that at most 

0.2 IK events come from F production for any combi~ation of 

the decay and annihilation diagrams. Due to the expected 

small rates of Cabibbo-suppressed charm decays, they are a 

negligible background. Finally, the leptons from charm 

production .have a "softer" momentum spectrum (almost all of 

these leptons would have momenta below 700 MeV/c) than that 

observed in the 1K events. 

The detection efficiency for the 1K events, calculated 

from a Monte Carlo program, is 2.4% assuming e-JJ universality. 

Combining this efficien~y, the number of produced,+,- pairs, 

and the number of signal events gives 

B (-r- + K- v ) · B ( -r- + I- v v ) = (2. 3:!: 0. 8! 0. ,3) x 1 0- 3 . 
T I 't 

Using the Mark II measurement( 2) of 

B(-r- ... l-v
1

v,) = (17.6!1.2)% 
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yields 

B(T- + K-v ) = 0-3~0.5)%. 
T 

The quoted error consists of the statistical uncertainty plus 

systematic uncertainties of 13% for the background subtraction, 

5% for lepton misidentification, 6% for luminosity, and 10% 

for the Monte Carlo efficiency. The data are corrected for 

initial state radiatio~ effects. Repeating the analysis by 

requiring that .the TOF for kaon candidates be from 3.0 to 4.5 

standard deviations from the TOF e~pected for pions gives 

B(T- + K-v ) = 1.3 to 1.4%, indicating that the TOF distri-
T 

bution, particularly the non-Gaussian tails, has been handled 

properly. 

The theoretical expectation for the T + 

fraction can be calculated from either the T-

K- v branch.i ng 
T 

-
+ 11 v or 

T 

T + e vevT branching fractions. From the calculations of 
M 2 2 Tsai,( 8 ) 

and 

where f 
11 

f 2 
B(T- +K- v ) =. _K_ 

(l - rA-) 
T B(T- + 11-V ) 

T T f 2 
11 

(1 
M 2 2 

- ~) 

B(T- + .K-v~) = 

and fK are constants 

1211 3f/ 
M 2 

T 

obtained 

M T 

M 2 2 

( K ) - -- ) 1 - ~ B(T + e vevT , 

from the pion and kaon 

lifetimes, respectively. Using the Mark II measurements< 2i 
of B(T- + 11-v) = (11.7±1.8)% and B(T- + e-vev) = (17.6±1.2)% 

T T 

gives estimates of (0.74~0. 11)% and (0.63±0.04)%, respectively, 

<:-
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for B(T- + K-vT), in agreement with the experimental value 

presented in this letter. This result is also consistent with 

the upper limit of B(T- + K-vT) < 1.6% given by the DASP 

collaboration. ( 9) 

In summary, the decay T + K v has been observed at the 
T 

level expected if the T. couples to the standard Cabibbo

suppressed axial-vector hadronic weak current. 

Table I 
TOF Performance for Various Data Samples 

Ecm Number of . TOF Measured Probability 
(GeV) Produced T Pairs (psec) that TOF-t > 4a 

(x 1 o-3) exp 

3.88-4.5 11 '1 00 315 2.3±0.9 
4.5 -6.0 11 '1 00 283 0.2:!:0.2 
5.2 15,300 320 0.7±0.4 
6.0 -6.7 9,500 310 1.2±0.8 

This wor~ was supported in part by the Department of Energy, 

Under contracts DE-AC03-76SF00515 (SLAC) and W-7405-ENG-48 

(LBL). Support for individuals came from the listed 

·institutions. 
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· Fi]ure Captions 

1. Scatterplot of TOF mass-squared versus momentum for 

acoplanar, two-prong events with a lepton tag. The con-

tours are three standard.deviation limits for electrons 

and pions and two standard deviation limits for kaons 

and protons. 

2. Measured minus expected TOF for ~-pair events from the 

5.2 GeV data sample. 
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